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Annual General Meeting 
Auckland Section 
New Zealand Alpine Club 

 
October 12, 2015 

 

 
Meeting Agenda        
 
Welcome       7:10 
Current financials      7:12 
Acceptance of financial records    7:20 
Committee positions      7:23 
AGM Close       7:27 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

http://www.aucklandclimber.org.nz/s/NZAC_AGM_2015_v2.pdf 
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Committee Reports 
Chairperson – Rowan Smith 

It’s been another busy year for the Auckland Section of the NZAC and this year we have had a lot of 

firsts. 

At the core of the club, is the volunteers, which make everything we do possible.  Simply put, without 

our volunteers we would not exist. 

Over the last 12 months our monthly meetings have gone from being just amazing to being 

unbelievably incredible.  This is due to the high quality speakers and presenters which Sarah Best, (our 

meeting organiser), has been able to source. 

Snowcraft 2015 saw us train 24 students over two weekends at Tukino.  Twelve volunteer instructors 

managed the logistics and provided a super awesome course for our students.  That’s the largest 

number of students NZAC have ever trained at any Snowcraft in the country. 

BANFF film festival is our major annual event and this year, for the first time, we ran three nights.  Each 

night was a very successful sell out. 

Several members have stepped forward and offered to become a part of the 2016 committee and 

volunteer team, I look forward to working with them over the next 12 months. 

This year we sent three Snowcraft instructors on a 4 day Back country avalanche training course.  The 

training allows these instructors to impart additional advanced avalanche skills to our Snowcraft 

students and to encourage them with the reasons why they need to attend full avalanche training.  

With the Mountain Safety Council closing down its training arm earlier this year, a void has been left 

with regard to beginner avalanche training.  While this came as a frustration to our club members 

wanting to acquire such knowledge it also came as an opportunity to the club.  As a result of this void 

the club has made the decision to start offering avalanche training to its members.  With this in mind 

we sent two instructors on the professional grade Avalanche Stage 1 course.  This will allow the club to 

run beginner Avalanche Awareness courses starting in 2016 

The addition of Avalanche Awareness to our course portfolio puts the Auckland Section at the 

forefront of course offerings for the NZAC. 

I wish to acknowledge all of the committee members and instruction volunteers who have made the 

year possible. 

Please take a moment to read through the remainder of the committee member reports. 

 

Treasurer – Neil Carter 

Our main sources of funds are Banff and the Snowcraft course fees.  Revenues and expenses in 2015 
are broadly similar to those of 2014. 

Detailed accounts are included as part of this handout. 

 

Events – Frank Jasper 

The key event for the Auckland section of the New Zealand Alpine Club is the Banff International 

Mountain Film Festival.  This year for the first time ever we ran a three night season.  This was a huge 

success with all three nights sold out and people still clambering for tickets on the last night.  

Not only did this raise a lot of money for the Club but it helped push our profile to a much wider 

audience – a side benefit of the Banff that should not be under estimated.   Organisation from the 

National level of the NZAC was very professional and lifted the profile of the event.  New Banff sponsor 

Macpac was bought onboard as another useful ticket outlet alongside long standing sponsorships from 

World Expeditions and Adventure South.  Bivouac Outdoors, as always, played its part both distributing 

tickets and contributing spot prizes.  

This event will be followed up shortly with the smaller, but as important, Reel Rocks 10 screening.  

Watch this space for more information 

 

Rock Instruction – Brendan Wallace 

This year we have taught students traditional climbing practices along with how to safely look after 

themselves whilst rock climbing. We ran these as five night sessions over three weeks at the Short side 

of the Mt Eden quarry. Nine keen people of varying abilities progressed through our March Course 

with another twelve set to participate in our upcoming November course. A few of our instructors 

including myself have sought further training and qualifications which allow us to begin running sport 

climbing courses again,  with the first one hopefully early next year. The section has not needed to 

purchase any new gear this year, but may need to invest in new ropes for the coming year as many 

have had to be shortened for other instruction purposes. Overall there has been a large interest in our 

rock courses this year, with many who have already participated in our snowcraft course or are 

wanting to do so in the future. 
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Trips – Andrew Scott 

Despite the occasional challenging weather conditions, they were well attended with many familiar 

and new faces. 

Midwinter Solstice, did not run due to weather but the Winter taster lower down the mountain went 

off regardless on the same weekend. 

North Island Ice Meet saw some cold temperatures and good ice to be had although heavy rain had 

gutted the ‘Margaret's leap’ attraction a few days earlier. 

Snowcraft Grad trip was met with a colder form of precipitation and so a storm limited the 

opportunities of the keen graduates, some of which chose to ski the Sunday powder! 

Snow Cave trip was, as always a good learning experience, I think the cave this year was dubbed 'the 

Mansion'. 

Tongariro Crossing was brought a day back to a friday evening also due to weather, but was a success 

with some moonlight and clear skies. 

Girdlestone trip was a great success with a bluebird day and the summit bagged from various ways. 

North Island Backcountry ski meet.  We had a record attendance of 34 people and a full Tukino Hut for 

this meet. Great sunny blue sky condition for Saturday morning followed but gentle snowfall in the 

afternoon. This increased overnight to a full foot of new snow on Sunday morning which provided a 

challenge both in terms of avalanche hazard management and road clearing with a single coordinated 

car convoy required to get off the mountain. 

Big thanks to all volunteers 

We do need a bigger pool of trip leaders to ease pressure for the regular annual trips. 

Safety is also a large consideration so the google doc trip forms have been developed further to try to 

improve the information from participants, while the trip leader forms have helped to identify and plan 

for potential hazards. 

 

Meetings – Sarah Best 

Section Meetings:  This year the club has had a wide range of speakers with varying accomplishments 

and stories to tell attend the meetings. Most speakers were initially sourced from the Auckland region, 

which helped keep down the cost of running meetings after being allocated an operating budget.  

Meetings continued to be held in the Brigham room at The Dominion Bar, which I feel is a suitably 

sized space for the average attendance at meetings. Generating ideas and sourcing speakers continues 

to be an area needing support – increased member/ committee support would be appreciated.  

Overall there has been increase in the average number of people attending meetings. This is due to 

effective marketing, planning and advertising of meetings on Facebook, an Auckland Section 

Eventfinder page and utilizing Margaret McMahon in the national office to contact club members.  

With the increased attendance of non- members at club meetings a non-member donations jar was 

implemented to contribute towards the cost of quality speakers. This was done with limited success 

but I think it is worthwhile continuing and promoting as any donation towards meetings budgets helps.  

In 2016 I would like to see additional member participation/ engagement at meetings eg through trip 

reports, quiz nights (as planned) photo competitions etc. I also think it would be beneficial mentoring 

new committee members towards running and organizing meetings over the course of the year in 

preparation for next year’s AGM. 

 

Hut Manager - Michael Richardson 

Still ongoing issues with getting the new toilet system working. We have not been able to get the 

pumps working so haven't had a successful pump out using the system. We are currently trying to 

coordinate options to get the pumps checked, and alternative means of pumping them out. Main 

tasked for summer will be repainting the outside of the hut. 

 

Website/Social Media  - Anthony Stead 

This year a new Aucklandclimber.org.nz was rolled out. It is a great improvement for the out hand 

coded .html based site. The new site work with tablets and smartphones and are much easier to keep 

updated. 

Social Media: The Auckland Section Facebook page continues to grow. Myself, Sarah Best and others 

using as an effective tool to communicate with the members about upcoming meetings, event and 

trips. 

Other: I played a much bigger role in Snowcraft logistics this year, Dealing with the enrolments, printed 

material, and (rather late) NZAC branded waterproof notebooks for the students - new for this year. 

 

http://aucklandclimber.org.nz/
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Chief Instructor - Peter Cammell 

Snow skills and Rock skills course 

The club ran a number of successful training courses for alpinists and rock climbers in the past 12 

months. This year, Chris Munro was unable to lead the Snowskills course. The Instructor team stepped 

up and jointly ran a very successful programme. 

 

Highlights 

11 Instructors trained 23 new Alpinists over 3 theory evenings and 2 practical weekends based at 

Tukino Lodge. We had 2 new Assist Instructors. 

There was one near miss incident and no accidents. 

The weather was marginal for both weekends. 

We were able to complete the intended programme. 

We have concluded though that there is plenty of room for improvement especially concerning the 

logistics for shifting 35+ people 6 hours drive each way to Tukino and the impact this has on safety and 

learning. 

 

Key learnings 

On weekend 1, we were out in 90kmh blizzard conditions. Why? We needed our new Alpinists to go 

out in weather which one avoids. 

On weekend 2, we had a break in the weather so we got out on the mountain. Why? Alpinists need to 

get high, whenever they can! 

 

Rock skills 

The first course was arranged by Chris Munro, but Brendan Wallace has stepped up to organise the 

March 2015 and November 2015 courses.  

8 Instructors have trained more than 20 climbers in ‘traditional’ lead climbing at the Quarry Short side. 

There was one accident. 

Both courses completed the programme. 

 

Summary 

The training programme is an essential club activity. The dedicated group of Instructors are all active 

climbers and regularly attend training events with qualified outdoor instructors. The result of this is a 

steady improvement in personal and participant climbing practice. 

It is crucial however that skills learnt are practiced regularly so that they become ingrained. 

If you would like to Instruct or top up your skills please contact me 

 

Hire Gear – Andrew Blair 

It has been great to see an increasing number of members, especially the 2015 Snow craft graduates 

make good use of the clubs available hire gear over recent months. We have now withdrawn from 

service our complement of Simond crampons, the replacements are Black Diamond and Petzl 

products..
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Financial Reports  
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Note 1 - Basis of preparation 

The following protocol has been adopted for determining in which years accounts to put the various revenue and associated costs This protocol is the same as was adopted for last years accounts It is unfortunate that 

the balance date is 30 June, which happens to be in the middle of  our most important financial events ie Banff & Snowcraft The bulk of the revenue for Banff occurs before the 30 June whereas the bulk of costs of 

Snowcraft are incurred in July, August and later ie after the end of the financial year. The Instructor courses eg Temple Basin are held prior to 30 June For these reasons the revenue and costs as allocated as detailed 

below. In many ways it would be better if our balance date was 31 March then both the Banff and Snowcraft costs and revenue in that calendar year would end up in the same financial years accounts This should be 

raised with National. 

 Snowcraft course held June – August 2015 will be in the 2016 accounts 

 Snowcraft course held June – August 2014 is in the 2015 accounts 

 Instruction courses eg Temple Basin in 2014 are in the 2015 accounts 

 Banff 2015 is in the 2015 accounts 

 

Note 2 - National 

National paid to us the membership levy for an unknown period of $3,150  (2 years? ) in  August 2015. These have been accrued into the accounts. We have made no payment to National re Banff .The Banff 50% share 

and National Banff costs are accrued into the accounts ready for payment. A donation of $5,000 was paid to National 

 

Note 3 - Other income 

We have finally managed to close the ANZ account This had $2,890 more than expected and this is shown as sundry income Where the extra money has come from is unknown but we will take it!The $1000 in 2014 

relates to a provision for instruction training, which is in previous years accounts. There appears to be no reason why this item remains in the accounts so it was reversed in 2014 It is a non cash item. 

 

Note 4 - Cash at bank 

As at 30 June 2015 this consisted of: - Kiwi Bank NZAC account $49,141.94 Rockwall account $ 8,769.58 ANZ account $   0.00  As at 5 October 2015 this consisted of :- Kiwi Bank NZAC account $43,074.63 Rockwall 

account $ 9,714.10 ANZ account $   0.00  It is proposed to transfer the $5,000 seed money from the Rockwall A/C back to the NZAC A/C 

 

Note 5 - Loan to National 

It is not expected that National will repay this loan of $30,000 

 

Note 6 - Assets 

The asset and depreciation schedule is attached. The old crampons have been written off Any old item of zero BV has been removed from the costs in the schedule Depreciation rates on the gear have been increased 

to 20% (Ice axes etc)and 33% (ropes) 

 

Note 7 - Outstanding instructor credits 

A list of the outstanding credits is attached. The balance in the accounts has been adjusted to exclude any credits relating to the 2015 Snowcraft course which will be in 2016 accounts All earned credits are included as 

a  cost in the relevant cost centres e.g., Snow craft course 


